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How Redfin's CTO is making diversity, equity, and inclusion a central part of the company's culture and business goals.
Why Redfin s CTO, Bridget Frey, approaches D&I like an engineering project
Ask a child to draw a scientist, and research says they ll often draw the typical stereotype of a

mad scientist

̶‒ an older, usually white, man, with wild hair, wearing a lab coat and goggles. This ...

Smithsonian Education
So when it comes to putting passions into practice via their careers, the cream of the software engineering crop wants to be challenged and given the opportunity to work on interesting technical ...
How to Create an Engineering Culture That Attracts Top Talent
Udo Sglavo, SAS Hey, Julie. Thank you so much for having me. Julie Devoll, HBR Udo, let

s start off with,

what fuels your own curiosity?

Udo Sglavo, SAS Well, there are so many things I could point ...

Video Quick Take: SAS Udo Sglavo on Why People Are The Foundation of Curiosity
Currently, the department offers a minor in aerospace engineering and plans are in the work for bachelor's and graduate degree programs to follow in the next few years. The state of Nevada has long ...
Aerospace engineering in the Department of Mechanical Engineering
The modern mainframe gives IT professionals the chance to add to their core competencies, offering those with engineering backgrounds the opportunity to grow their DevOps experience and those with ...
Finding a Rewarding Career Path in the World of the Modern Mainframe
LJM: The engineering field is very dynamic and I am exposed to a wide body of knowledge. It is a continuous learning process and I consider myself to be a professional student. AW: What is one area ...
CELEBRATING WOMEN IN ENGINEERING: 4 dynamic women engineers
Whatever answers come to mind, it quickly becomes obvious that there is no shortage of education in an engineer

s background. Engineers go through extensive formal education, and many continue on to ...

Education helps engineers stand out
When Christopher Stroup looks out the window of his office at Abacus Wealth Partners, he can see the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Santa Monica, Calif., on one side. And he can see the Malibu ...
Engineering The Future ̶ With Christopher Stroup
As he was growing up, George Coles Jr. often heard from his father,

If you use it, you need to know how to fix it.

That advice framed an approach to innovation for Coles, one of three staff members ...

A Father s Advice Drives Master Inventor George Coles
A new batch of images taken by the Ingenuity helicopter during its recent flight over the surface of Mars is helping NASA scientists to refine science goals for the Perseverance rover and chart the ...
New photos from Ingenuity's 9th flight help refine science goals for Perseverance
Global learning technology leader D2L announced today that longtime client Lakeland College launched online courses for a number of their trades programs, all of ...
Lakeland College Creates Engaging And Successful Trades Programs Online
The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Women s Association (LLLWA) and Diversity, Equity and Inclusion programs at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), in partnership with the Livermore Lab ...
Picture a Scientist panel sheds light on gender bias in the scientific community
One of the UK s largest civil engineering firms revealed ... We are passionate about offering career opportunities for everyone across all levels of our apprenticeship programmes.

For example, we ...

Jones Bros Civil Engineering seeking 20 apprentices before September
View all the CX Decoded podcast episodes. Most organizations strive to have an excellent customer service program. Or we hope, at least. But it's one thing to talk about strong customer experience, ...
CX Decoded Podcast: How Valid Customer Experience Data Tells a Great Story
Huma Hakim of Viasat Inc. says she's come a long way from the young girl who was planning on going back to India if things had not worked out in the U.S. This is her story.
My Story: Huma Hakim
A study that looked at 10-year outcomes of the Initiative to Maximize Student Development showed that it increased diversity within academic programs and prepared underrepresented students for ...
Initiative to expand Ph.D. student diversity in STEM graduate programs has lasting positive effects
Bank of America today announced it is making a $1 million anchor grant to Virginia Commonwealth University

s (VCU) College of Engineering. The grant will support ongoing programs that expand access ...

VCU College of Engineering Receives $1 Million Grant From Bank of America
Q1 2022 Earnings CallJul 13, 2021, 10:00 a.m. ETContents: Prepared Remarks Questions and Answers Call Participants Prepared Remarks: OperatorGood day, and thank you for standing by, and welcome to ...
Audiovox (VOXX) Q1 2022 Earnings Call Transcript
Intel's Huma Abidi talks about her DE&I initiatives both in her private life and as part of Intel's ongoing efforts across the company.
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